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Last July, I sent to each of you an Advisory detailing Idearc’s successful prosecution 
of its copyright infringement claim against one of our ADP Publisher Members and 

expressing my concern that this success might encourage Idearc to initiate a 
calculated strategy of use of aggressive assertion of copyright claims as a 

competitive tactic. 
 
Earlier this week, I learned that Idearc has threatened action against another ADP 

Publisher Member, J&M Publishing of Ohio, owned by Jerry and Opal Mustain. 
 

J&M’s attorneys have asked ADP to determine if, and when, any other U.S. 
Publisher Member may have been similarly threatened with action. 
 

IF YOUR COMPANY HAS BEEN SO THREATENED, OR IF ANY IDEARC 
REPERESENTATIVE HAS INTIMATED TO ANY OF YOUR ADVERTISERS THAT 
SUCH AN ACTION WILL BE FORTHCOMING, PLEASE ADVISE ADP 

IMMEDIATELY BY RETURN E-MAIL OF THE DETAILS OF ANY SUCH THREATS 
OR ACTIVITY. 

 
TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.  IF YOU HAVE BEEN THREATENED WITH ACTION 
OR BEEN DISPARAGED BY IDEARC REPRESENTATIVES IN ANY WAY, PLEASE 

RESPOND TO ADP TODAY.  
 



 

If your company has not been threatened or disparaged, there is no need to 

respond. 
 
 I believe that some of the advice contained in last July’s Advisory bears repeating: 

 

 Publishers must be mindful that, to minimize the risk of potentially costly and 

burdensome copyright litigation, all display (and possibly in-column as well) 
advertisements must be original creations and proof of that originality should 
be maintained for use in defending against potential claims of infringement.  

This “clean room” approach should be extended to borders, fonts, graphics, 
arrangement, and all other elements that could be used, legitimately or not, 

as the basis for a claim.   
 

 In instances in which an advertiser insists on “using the same ad” that has 

appeared, or will appear, in another publisher’s directory, or where an 
advertiser gives you camera-ready ad copy, it is a prudent “best practice” to 

require that advertiser to sign a document stating that he/she has ownership 
of the ad and full authority to instruct you to publish the ad and promising to 

defend and indemnify you from any claims or losses relating to infringement 
claims associated with your publication of the ad.  In these, as in other areas 
where the law is complex, I encourage you to get legal advice from your 

counsel before doing things that might result in a lawsuit. 
 

 My understanding from conversations with lawyers familiar with these issues 

is that intentional delay by a plaintiff publisher in bringing a claim for an 
injunction so as to maximize the harm to the defendant publisher caused by 

the injunction could be seen as the sort of “unclean hands” conduct that 
could lead a court to deny the requested injunction.  However, a publisher 

truthfully telling an advertiser that it intends to get an injunction against 
publication of a competitor’s book might be acceptable to the court, depending 
on the circumstances.  And, of course, damages for copyright infringement 

might be available to the plaintiff publisher even if it couldn’t get an 
injunction.  Accordingly, the wise course of action is to follow and document a 

“clean room” policy. 
 
I hope specifically that you will provide, as appropriate, any information that might 

assist J&M’s attorneys and generally find this Advisory helpful in precluding your 
companies from becoming Idearc’s next copyright infringement notice letter 
recipients.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 


